
Siesta S6 Bedside DAB+ radio
with Bluetooth, Graphite

149584

119,99 €

Elegantly fashioned with its wide, ultra-clear display,
impressively sounding over Bluetooth and a valuable
USB charging port for your devices make this the perfect
bedside companion.

The Siesta S6 is more than just a premium bedside radio. Awaken to the crystal-clear sound of your favourite
DAB/DAB+ or FM station or enhance your bedroom listening by using Bluetooth from your smartphone or tablet. With
the wide, edgeless CrystalVue+ display - our sharpest screen in the range to date, reading the time or radio
information is effortless from anywhere in the room. User-friendly backlit controls and a large touch-sensitive snooze
band allow you to operate Siesta S6 with the minimum of touches. There’s also a built-in USB port for keeping your
mobile devices charged and a headphone output for personal listening. Built from specially selected materials, Siesta
S6 brings luxury and sophistication to your bedroom.   

Bluetooth connectivity

Use Siesta S6 as a fantastic sounding wireless speaker and stream audio from the comfort of your bed. This can be
done through your smartphone, laptop or tablet.

Siesta button

The Siesta timer is a single button setup that quickly enables you to take a brief nap without needing to go through the
full alarm setup process.

Simply press “Siesta” once or repeatedly to enable a power nap from as little as 5 minutes, with varying increments up
to 90 minutes. The alarm tone will then sound, so you can wake up refreshed when the
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set time is up!

CrystalVue+ display

The large, ultra-clear, auto-dimming display with wide viewing angle is our sharpest in the Siesta range to date. The
display brightness can be set to automatically adjust and makes light reading of the time or radio information from
anywhere in the room. With the reduced screen glare and afterglow, the enhanced CrystalVue+ display will always be
visible even in the darkest of environments, giving a more peaceful nights’ rest.  

USB charging for your devices

Keep your phone, tablet or other devices fully charged when plugged into the built-in USB PowerPort, so they’re
always powered up and ready to go.

Impressive audio

Siesta S6 uses a 2.5” full range speaker powered by a digital amplifier to deliver impressive audio performance from a
compact clock radio. Bass and treble controls can also be customised for an optimal listening experience.

Visible controls at all times

Convenient, touch sensitive SnoozeTouch band for snoozing alarms and user-friendly backlit buttons makes operating
Siesta S6 effortless, even when in the darkest of environments.   

More stations, digital quality

DAB digital radio brings you a diverse range of great content in highly-detailed, digital-quality sound much of which is
only available on digital radio. DAB/DAB+ radios automatically find all your available stations and let you select them
by name, and there’s also access to FM for any station(s) that have not yet gone digital.

Designed and engineered in the UK

Like all our products, Siesta S6 was designed and engineered in the UK by our expert engineering teams. This not
only ensures great sound and impressive build quality, but allows us to offer the reassurance of a 2-year warranty as
standard.

Siesta S6 is also Digital Tick approved so you can be rest assured that your radio is ready for any future FM to digital
radio switchover.

What's in the box?

    •  Siesta S6
    •  Power supply
    •  Quickstart guide
    •  Safety information sheet
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Specs

Product Attributes

Search Boosters

Dimensions and Weight

Product height: 7

Product width: 14

Product length: 14.7

Packsize height: 16

Packsize width: 19

Packsize length: 19

Connections

Reception type: FM

Automatic station search: true

Inputs: Bluetooth<br/>Micro-USB (Power & Updates)

Bluetooth version: 4.1

Outputs: 3.5mm Jack

Power

Power: Mains Powered

Speakers

Channels: Mono

Speakers: 1x Full-range

Speaker diameter: 2.5

Total effect: 2

Features

Presets: 20 FM, 20 DAB+

Alarms: 4

Snooze: true

Alarm types: Ringtone

Controls: On Device

Sleep timer: true

Colour display: false

Clock display: true

CD player: false

Dimmable display: true

Energy Management

EAN: 0759454495848

Manufacturer number: 149584

Product weight: 1.1 kilograms
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Input voltage: 100-240

Output voltage: 5.5

Output current: 2000
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